
Kedoshim, this week’s Torah portion, stands at the center of the Book of Leviticus and, 
at the same time, at the center of what to be Jewish means. Let’s acknowledge at this 
time, that there are those who will not define their Judaism based on kedushah. 
 
Now, let’s explore the concept of kedushah. We are predisposed to understand the 
concept of kedushah in connection with our ability to restrain our human appetites. 
 
Prominent medieval interpreters understand kedushah through the lens of boundaries. 
 
For example, Rashi stresses boundaries in sexuality; Rambam (Maimonides) devotes his 
“Sefer Kedushah - Book of Holiness” to prohibitions related to food and sex. Ramban 
(Nachmanides) understands the imperative “You shall be Holy” as exercising discipline 
that goes above and beyond the specific requirements of mitzvot, fundamentally about 
drawing additional boundaries around personal desire and worldly appetites. 
 
We could argue that this focus on restrictive discipline guides us to act responsibly and, 
in this way, strengthen our character. This approach sounds very similar to the Christian 
concept of sainthood. Individuals who have shown this kind of behavior throughout 
their lives might be elevated to the category of Saints after their death. 
 
Contrary to what medieval thinkers suggest, I am more inclined to associate kedushah 
with an eager and willing dedication to something, in particular a relationship and more 
in particular, but not exclusively, our relationship with the Divine-with Adonai. 
 
This is supported by the following verse in our portion (Leviticus 19:5): “When you 
sacrifice an offering of well-being to Adonai, offer it lirtzonkhem. This is the key word in 
this verse, lirtzonkhem, which can easily be interpreted as ‘according to your will.’ 
 
This being the case, the verse includes an element of individual disposition. As much as 
this is a mitzvah, a religious obligation, the text incorporates the element of personal 
willingness. 
 
According to the Midrash, when we willingly bring a sacrifice that is obligatory, God 
considers it as though we have brought a voluntary sacrifice. Our will and consent are 
powerful, even in the context of obligation. 
 
Therefore, I would like to suggest that the alignment between God’s will and our own 
will is central, is at the very core of the concept of kedushah. 
 
Following a life of mitzvot is the first step, but, by itself, will not define kedushah. In 
order to find kedushah in our lives, we must add our own personal consent and 
enthusiasm to each one of the mitzvot; we should not observe mitzvot only because they 
are God given, but also because they are the expression of our own enthusiastic will. 
 
Shabbat Shalom! 
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